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Beacon Health Systems taps S&P Consultants:
Cerner expertise supports a complex IT evolution— 
from “under the hood” all the way to the C-suite

CASE STUDY

Beacon Health System is the major healthcare network in Northern Indiana. The organization 

is comprised of a group of award-winning hospitals—Community Hospital of Bremen, Elkhart 

General Hospital, Memorial Hospital of South Bend, and Beacon Children’s Hospital—along 

with an extensive ambulatory practice, the Beacon Medical Group. They employ more than 

7,000 associates across their system and they are the regional leader in childbirth, mental health, 

cancer, pediatrics, trauma, heart, stroke, surgery, and community health programs.

From an IT perspective, the Beacon system has evolved 
through a sequence of mergers over the years. By 2015, the 
organization was running four independent, locally-hosted 
Cerner EHRs and a variety of legacy revenue cycle solutions, 
some of which were facing sunsetting.

Beacon’s then interim CIO, Mark Warlick remembers a 
frustrating season of discussions and early efforts among 
the system’s executive leadership, his in-house IT team, and 
Cerner resources—as they all wrestled with moving to a 
hosted solution, better integrating their ambulatory clinics as 
well as contemplating the implementation of Cerner Revenue 
Cycle across the system. A few “false starts,” and increasing 
impatience in the C-suite got Warlick to wondering if there 
wasn’t a better way.

After Googling “optimizing Cerner implementations,” he was 
directed to S&P Consultants, and then remembered them from 
an earlier—and positive—LIS engagement with Beacon.

One of the biggest challenges facing Beacon revolved around 
the “cultural” aspects of creating a technological roadmap that 
would satisfying the huge variety of stakeholders from so many 
formerly independent entities.

As Beacon’s CMIO, Scott Eshowsky recalls it, the executives 
in the C-suite were ready for a candid evaluation and some 
guidance on crafting a workable long-term strategy.

“We needed some help righting our 
ship,” Eshowsky says. “In the eyes 
of many Rome was burning and we 
needed a plan. Beacon was the 
coming together of two independent 
health systems, each with a hospital 
and an affiliated medical group of 
employed physicians. I think a lot of us 
had a hope that we would be able to 
achieve greater things together. But at 

the same time there was also a lot of concern and animosity, 
and all the things that come with the unknown.”

“S&P came in for an engagement and helped create a story 
for our executive leadership that put us on a better path 
toward implementing the plan. We were faced with having 
four EHRs—one in each hospital, one in each medical group, 
a variety of different revenue cycle systems, and also had 
acquired some other smaller practices with their own legacy 
EHRs. It was evident that if we were going to enjoy any of the 
potential benefits of operating as a unified health system, we 
couldn’t remain in a situation where all of our data was siloed,” 
Eshowsky says.

Warlick convinced Beacon’s CEO to free up his staff from new 
projects and to engage S&P Consultants. They launched an 
initiative called “Operation Janus” as a way to rally the entire 
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organization around the merger and to bring people together 
in the effort to lasso all of Beacon’s far-flung entities into a 
coordinated, unified group.

S&P’s Chief Strategy Officer, Zach Johnson, was one of the 
first consultants on-the-ground at Beacon, surveying both the 
technology landscape—and the “human” interactions:

“When we went into Beacon, we had some foundation of 
trust already because of that previous lab experience and we 
built on that. But they accepted our reputation elsewhere as 
a baseline for trust as well. They saw that our methodology 
and our approach was something that made sense and was 
transparent,” Johnson explains. “We came in at a very critical 
juncture of the project. They were at sort of an impasse. They 
were going to either blow it up and start over...or try to clean 
it up and see if they could move forward with what they had. 
After our assessment, at one site it was blow it up and start 
over—but the other was salvageable, which I think was a relief 
to them. With S&P, we always try to make it a problem-solving 
effort. we always do the right thing and we bring the right 
people to the table—the right effort to solve the problem.”

As CMIO Eschowsky remembers it: “[S&P was] able to present 
us with a pretty detailed outline of what we were doing okay, 
and what we really needed to change. And some of those 
were very, you know, ‘in-the-weeds’ kinds of things and 
some of them were very big-picture kinds of transformative 
recommendations that ultimately we put into our roadmap.”

Johnson remembers the tension during 
one board-room meeting where the 
entire C-suite had gathered to hear S&P 
Consultants’ very candid assessment: 

“Their chief medical officer spoke and 
I was scared to death because I just 
called their baby ugly, but she said, 

‘That was the most painfully refreshing 
experience of my life. You just called 
my baby ugly and I’m okay with that...

It hurts, it’s hard to believe that I helped enable this and make 
this possible but now I really understand how we got here and 
I’m fully committed to finding a way to help us get out of this 
and move forward.’”

With a new level of trust established, S&P and Beacon got busy 
operationalizing “Project Janus.” In addition to helping move the 
hospitals onto a unified—and remote hosted—version of Cerner 
Millennium®, Beacon began integrating their many ambulatory 
practices as well.

According to sources at both Beacon and S&P, the process 
of getting the ambulatory practices successfully on-board was 
helped by having seasoned clinicians as part of the S&P team.

“Our clinical expertise at multiple 
organizations in multiple 
implementations over the years has 
set us apart from our competitors.  
To successfully implement healthcare 
technology, you’ve got to understand 
it from front to back: the registration 
and scheduling process, the referral 
process, the intake process, the 
departure process. And every 

organization may do it differently. There might be key 
performance indicators or quality metrics that are captured 
in a different fashion from organization to organization. So we 
need to understand all those little tiny nuances to make sure 
the future state is designed to that maximum efficiency,”  
says Dr. Michael Augustyniak, S&P’s CMIO.

“The clinical people on my team have been involved in 
healthcare or IT for an average of 16 to 17 years. We know 
how the physicians and nurses need to practice in a pediatric 
clinic versus an orthopedic surgery clinic versus neurosurgery. 
There are nuances, unique localizations and customizations 
that have to happen. You can’t have a one size fits all EHR 
that works across the organization or from organization to 
organization,” he says.

Working together now for nearly four years, the Beacon/S&P 
partnership has borne out excellent results by all accounts.

S&P Consultants’ InTegritySM framework—which structures 
implementation efforts using carefully calibrated milestones 
and checkpoints, all based on past experiences—has been the 
centerpiece of a proven methodology, along with a balance of 
candor and diplomacy that maintains the confidence of both 
in-house IT and executive leadership.

“The last thing we want is for someone to sugar coat for us,” 
says Beacon’s CMIO, Eschowsky.

“I think S&P’s ability to deliver news diplomatically and 
non-judgmentally was really important in helping us not 
immediately take-on a defensive mode, but to take-on more 
of an attitude of acceptance. We can talk about how we’re 
going to solve issues.
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“The interactions with the S&P folks were of a very different 
flavor than what we had experienced previously with other 
consultants. And part of it I think came from the experience 
that [they] brought to the table. And, [they had] a willingness 
to listen to what we had to say—to listen to why we had made 
some decisions in the past and why maybe, for example 
Cerner model doesn’t work in our situation or why we can’t 
apply model based on our infrastructure.

“So those conversations were really geared towards a solution 
regardless of whatever warts we had created in our domain, 
which was refreshing,” Eschowsky says.

According to Katie Barkhurst, CDRC 
Strategist at S&P Consultants, that 
dynamic is fueled by the composition 
of the S&P team: “A lot of our 
consultants come from the client 
side,” she says. “And so, we’re very 
empathetic. We understand that if I 
was in the client’s shoes, you better 
believe I’m going to make you prove 
yourself. We also understand how 

clinicians work in the real world. One of the questions I always 
ask is what are some manual things that you’re having to do 
to make sure that’s really a pain point. A lot of clients that we 

work with, they’ve been on a system for 10, 20 years, and 
they’ve made that system into their own. And so, identifying 
those manual touches or manual processes and pain points, 
we’re able to provide them more efficient workflows that could 
be automated. I am very passionate about the revenue cycle, 
and so when I see my client getting excited as well, it just 
makes my heart fill with joy.”

Johnson gives full credit to his team: “We’re just lucky that we 
have amazing resources that we’ve been able to find to join 
our family and they stay together, they’re loyal, hardworking 
people,” he says.

Eschowsky believes that the Beacon/S&P collaboration has 
been mutually beneficial.

“Hopefully S&P has learned from us just like we’ve learned 
from them. Our goal is if we’re going to continue with this 
long-term relationship, I want them to get better just as much 
as I want us to get better, just as much as I want Cerner to 
get better because we’re all in it together.”

“S&P has been a fantastic partner,” agrees Warlick. “They have 
great insight into how Cerner really works from the lab to EHR 
and RevCycle. I’m glad I did that Google search.”
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About Beacon Health System

As the largest, locally owned and operated health care system 

in Northern Indiana, Beacon Health System is the region’s 

most trusted partner and guide in creating and maintaining 

health. Our award-winning partners—Elkhart General Hospital, 

Memorial Hospital of South Bend, Beacon Children’s Hospital 

and Beacon Medical Group—are powered by more than 

7,000 associates and 1,000 physicians who provide the best 

care possible to people of all ages. We are also a research 

and education organization, guiding clinical research trials and 

helping train medical residents in the fields of family medicine 

and hospital pharmacy.

About S&P Consultants

S&P Consultants makes Cerner/HIT work in the real world 

of hospitals, labs, and physician networks. Our team of IT 

veterans, clinicians and revenue cycle specialists—guided by 

a clear set of core values—fills a critical gap between vendors 

and in-house organizations. S&P Consultants enjoys a 25-year 

reputation for “doing the right thing” in healthcare IT, facilitating 

realistic interactions among all parties in HIS implementations. 

Their InTegritySM approach provides a solid “genetic roadmap” 

and adaptive framework to organizations looking to assure the 

success of complex projects.

Cerner Millennium® is a registered trademark of Cerner® Corporation. S&P 
Consultants is not sponsored by or affiliated with Cerner and/or its subsidiaries.
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